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release 1.1.622.0 for the early access is now available on steam. this is a patch that adds a bunch of new features to deus.ex.human.revolution on pc. to update
your copy of deus.revolution to 1.0, simply open deus.revolution in steam and click the "lucky patcher" icon that appears on the bottom right corner of the screen,
select the patch you wish to update to, and click the "patch and restart" button. the lucky patcher is a tool created by our partner path of exile that installs a
number of small patches to the game without needing to download the game's entire client. - fixed a bug where the player could not play as a female character if
the player had the same primary and secondary gender than the character gender of the character the player wanted to play as. - added the option to select the
character gender of the player's character when starting a game. - fixed a bug where the deus.ex.human.revolution logo could be in the wrong position when
resizing the game window in some cases. - improved the visual quality of the user interface and the game logo. - improved the visuals of the character's hands
and fingers. - fixed a bug where the ability to equip items could be triggered during a reload animation. - fixed a bug where the quality of life improvements
(speed up, speed down, and item amout) could not be saved. - fixed a bug where the jukebox could not be accessed if the game had been closed in the last two
weeks. - reduced the base cooldown of various abilities. - added a visual indicator that shows when the game is about to shutdown. - improved the visuals of the
loading screen. - added a button that makes the hud visible by default when a player opens the game. - added a guide that explains how to use the "lucky
patcher".
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